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Abstract
One of the main topics of macroeconomics analysis is to assess the causes and
transmission of business cycles. In order to address this issue, macroeconomists have
analysed the response of output to different types of shocks. However, since a shock
is by definition an unobserved variable, there is no consensus in the literature about
how to properly identify a shock. In this paper we present a framework for identi
fication of shocks that builds on the statistical definition of a shock and imposes as
little a priori restrictions as possible on the structure of the system. We apply our
methodology to U.S. data, and identify three different shocks, demand/spending.
supply/productivitv and animal spirits/prefercnces. We conclude that over the last
50 years the U.S. economy has been driven bv a blend of the three shocks, being the
demand/spending shock more important for the short run variability and during
recessions, and the supply shock for the long run trend. However, the last U.S. re
cession of the 90"s seems to have been caused by a combination of both supply and
animal spirits disturbances. Finally, we show that, with our identification, there is
evidence of positive demand non-neutralities in the long run in the U.S. economy.
Keywords: Shocks, Demand Non-Neutrality
JKL Classification nos: CCS. E32, F41.
* We would like lo thank Fabio Canova, Stefania Fabrizio, Massimiliano Marcelino and the participants
of the 1990 IG1FH Colloquia on Fconomic Research and the FUI Macro Workshop for helpful comments
and suggt'slions. All the remaining errors are our own.
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Introduction

In the recent years, one of the most active branch of macroeconomics,
both at the theoretical and empirical level, has been the study of the
causes and transmission of business cycles.
At the theoretical level, the work of Kydlaud and Prescott (1982)
and Long and Plosser(1983) gave way to an impressive amount of litera
ture that has tried to identify the causes and transmission mechanisms of
economic fluctuations in the framework of computable dynamic general
equilibrium models. Starting from the initial result of Kydlaud and Pres
cott that technology shocks could be responsible for 70 Vi of the output
fluctuations in the U.S.. other types of sources of fluctuations and trans
mission mechanisms, as government spending, taste or monetary shocks,
have been added to the model with varying success, both at the national
and the international level (see. for example. Christiano and Eichenbaum
(1992) or Canova and L'bide(199o)).
Empirically, the Vector Autoregression framework pioneered by
Sims (1980) has been widely utilized as the main tool for business cycle
analysis. An application of this framework is the study of the impulse*
response functions, with which we can evaluate the effect of a shock in a
variable on the rest of the variables of a system. However, this approach
encounters the problem that in order to be able to say that a shock af
fects output in a given way. we have to properly identify the shock. But
a shock is by definition an unobserved variable, and therefore different
ideas have been put forward about how to identify the shocks.
Traditionally. VAR identification has been achieved by estimating
the unconstrained reduced form summarizing the joint process and using
a set of just-identifying restrictions to go from the reduced-form inno
vations to a set of uncorrclated innovations. This is done by imposing
constraints either on the covariance matrix of the residuals or on the
lag structure of the moving average representation of the VAR. The re
strictions can be imposed on the contemporaneous short run effects of
the innovations on the variables of the system, through the orthogonalization of the reduced-form innovations either via a Cholesky decompo
sition (Sims (1980)) or via structural economic identification (Bernanke
(1986). Evans (1989). Blanchard (1989) and many others); an alternative
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approach makes use of the lioiistationariiies found in the data and impo
ses long run restrictions on the dynamic effects of these innovations (see
Shapiro and Watson (1988). Blanchard and Quail (1989) or Dolado and
Lopez Salido (1995)); Gali (1992) uses a combination of both short and
long run restrictions. All these approaches rely on constraints derived
from economic theory. However, sometimes the theory does not provide
enough information on these short or long run relations and alternative
approaches to identification must be used, such as the one of Sims (1986)
and Canova (1991). which uses knowledge about the flow of information
in the economy to restrict the matrices, or the one of Reichlin and Lippi
(1994). which introduces identification constraints by approximating the
impulse response functions of the system to a particular shape.
The issue of what causes business cycles has become even more po
pular with the last recession of the 90s. A huge amount of work has been
devoted to the task of identifying the causes of the recession, with surpri
singly contradictory results. For example. Hansen and Prescott (1993)
and Blanchard (1993). with completely different approaches (calibrated
real business cycle model vs. structural VAR) arrive at the conclusion
that the recession was caused by an adverse technology shock (Hansen
and Prescott) or an adverse demand/consumption shock (Blanchard).
Cochrane (1994) provides an extensive analysis of different VAR speci
fications and compares the impulse responses with that of theoretical
models. He concludes that none of the popular candidates (technology,
money, credit, oil price shocks) can account for the bulk of economic
fluctuations.

This paper tries to contribute to the clarification of what causes
business cycles by presenting in Section II a new way of identification
of shocks in a trivariate output-unemployment-consumptioii Vector Au
toregression. Our approach introduces only contemporaneous/short run
restrictions, but does not use the traditional Cholesky decomposition
used by. for example. Sims (1980). to obtain the identification. The im
portant difference of our approach is that instead of using a fully-fledged
macroeconomic model to achieve identification we exploit our statisti
cal definition of shocks. These shocks can then be interpreted, within a
fairly general macroeconomic framework, as demand, productivity and
preferences shocks. Our identification can be related to that of Evans

AS ECÜSOMETRIC FRAMEWORK

(1989). who usos the standard Cholesky decomposition, or to Blanchard
(1989). who introduces only structural short run constraints to identify
the shocks in a traditional Keynesian model. It could also he compared
to Blanchard and Quah (1989). who use an output-unemployment sy
stem but introduce long-run restrictions. The advantage of our approach
is that we do not introduce any long run structure into the system, and
this allows us to test the significance of the long run responses of the
variables to the different shocks and check the validity of the traditional
long run restrictions. In addition, we allow for a third source of distur
bances. Finally, we are able to meaningfully identify shocks without
putting too much economic structure into the system.
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This framework allows us to identify three shocks, namely demand/spendin
supply/productivity and animal spirits/prefcrenccs. and to compute the
dynamic responses of the economy to each type of shock and some mea
sure of its contribution to the variability of each variable over different
horizons. We also give some informal interpretation of U.S. GXP fluc
tuations making use of this decomposition. W ith this framework we
participate in the debate of what drives the economy in the short run
and. in addition, the identification of the VAR without any long run
constraint allows us to test for long run non-neutralities. In Section III
we apply this methodology to the U.S. The results show that over the
last 50 years the U.S. economy has been driven by a blend of the three
shocks, being the demand/spending shock more important for short run
variability and during recessions and the supply disturbance for the long
run trend. However, the last U.S. recession of the 90 s seems to have
been caused by a combination of both supply and animal spirits distur
bances. Finally, we show that, with our identification, there is evidence
of positive demand non-neutralities in the long run in the U.S. economy.
Section IV concludes.

2

An Econometric Framework

Consider initially a 2 x 1 vector of purely noil-deterministic weakly statio
nary random variables, j■(/). each of which is 1(0). By the Wold theorem

A S ECONOMETRIC FRAMEWORK
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x ( t ) can lie expressed as an infinite order vector moving average (YM A)
x ( t ) = C(L)c(I)

( 1)

where C'(L) is a matrix polynomial in the lag operator L. C'(L) = I -f
C 1 L + C 2 L 2 + ... and e(f) is a 2 x 1 vector of serially uncorrelated random
variables with zero mean and variance E.
If we consider the structural form
x(t) = B[L)v(t)

(2)

identification in the VAR literature consists on finding a matrix A such
that
C ( L ) A A ~ lc(t) = B(L)v(t)

(3)

satisfies some conditions deduced from economic theory, and restrictions
are usually placed on T, and on B (l) and/or B(0).
However, we depart from this traditional approach and instead pro
ceed by defining from ( 1) a shock to variable j as
xj(t) - E t^i xj d) } = c j ( t )

(4)

where Et_\ is the expectation operator conditional on the information set
including all the variables in the system up to and including t —1. Notice
that although the vector c(t) will be a vector of shocks to the x' s. we
still cannot identify them with a particular type of shocks (e.g demand or
supply). The reason is that a shock to the first variable will have effects
on the other variables of the system due to two alternative mechanisms.
The first one will be the propagation mechanism of the system which,
in our case, is given by the polynomial matrix C'{L). Second, given
our definition of shocks, a current shock to one variable is likely to be
correlated with a shock to another variable in the system.

In this system, the response at time (t+k) of variable X j ( t ) to a
shock in variable x,(t) at time t would be
dxj(t + k) _
dc,(t)

dcj(t)
kdrs(t)

(5)

AS ECONOMETRIC FRAMEWORK
and the question would be what does

O

represent?

If we consider a 2 x 1 vector e(f) and assume that it follows a
bivariate gaussian distribution with mean zero and variance-covariance
matrix X. using the laws of the conditional probability we can express
the expectation of e2(#) conditioned on eRf) as
E[c2(t) |e,(f)] = E[c2(t)] + (CT21/<rf)(ei(f) - £[<',(/)]).

(6 )

where a2i is the covariance between the elements of the vector c(t). and
erf is the variance of Ci(f). This allows us to express c2(t) as

«2 (t) = (o2l/af )el(t) + w(t).

(7)

with T'fu'lt)] = 0. -Efei(t)w(t)] = 0 and £"[?<•(^)2] = a\ — erf^/af.
This implies that
dej(t) _ Oj,
dcs(t)

(

rrf

8)

and then we can define the Conditional I mpul.se Re.‘jpori sc (CIR) at
time k of variable j to a shock to variable s as
C I R k( j . S) = Ck

(9)

Now we can rewrite ( 1) as
j-(f) = C( L)

ci(t) + C'(L)

«■(f).

(

10 )

The new system presents again two kind of shocks rq(f) and u'(t) but
now they are uncorrelated. Moreover, from this last representation we
can decompose each series into two unobserved components: one driven
by the shock C|(f) and the second driven by the shock ie[t). this last
shock representing the part of e2(t) which cannot be explained by Cj(f).
At this point we can proceed with the identification of the shocks.
Assume for example that Xi(f) is the GXP cycle and that x 2(t) is un
employment (see the discussion below on the unit root properties of the
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series). This would imply
J'i(0 = C'(L)ci(t)
i'2(t) = C( L) ( a2l/af)rl(f) + C(L)ir(f)

(ID

The first equation would be a traditional demand equation, in which
innovations in output are entirely attributed to demand innovations.
C\( t ). along the lines of Blanchard (1989). This is equivalent to assume
that supply shocks have no direct effect on output within the quarter.
The second equation can be interpreted as an Okun’s law. in which in
novations in unemployment given innovations in output are attributed
to supply/productivity innovations. w(t). It should be noted that these
supply innovations can reflect not only productivity shifts that affect
employment given output but also changes in labor supply which affect
unemployment given employment. However. Blanchard (1989) shows
that there is evidence that innovations to productivity play a dominant
role in this composite disturbance.
This equation could also be interpreted as a constant returns to
scale aggregate production function
y(t) = « (/(f) - (/(f)) + « (f)

(

12)

where l(t) is total labor force and u(t) is unemployment, and therefore
(/(f) — u(f)) represents the labor input. Assuming a fixed labor supply
and rearranging, we obtain
«(f) = / — by(t) + cic(f)

(13)

where a. h and r are parameters. Therefore w(t) would represent chan
ges in unemployment for a given level of output and a fixed labor supply
caused by variations in factor productivity. If we again assume that the
cyclical effect of changes in labor supply is minor, we can interpret iv(t)
as the traditional Solow residual used in the growth and real business
cycle literature as a measure of technology shocks. Thus, our identi
fied supply/productivity shocks can be related to both keynesian and
neoclassical interpretations.
Notice that although the methodology is different, the outcome of
our identification scheme can be interpreted as a particular case of ( 2 )-
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(3). If wo dofino .4 equal to

1

0

(J21/<r| 1

then B( L) in (2) would be

equal to C'(L)A and

r{t) = .4 le(t) -

Cl(t)
(e2(t) - a2i/ajlCiit)

<h(0
ic(t)

(14)

Therefore, the result of our identification procedure yields a lower trian
gular matrix with ones in the main diagonal.
So far we have a system with supply (technology) and demand
(spending) shocks. However, there is a third source of shocks which we
would like to consider and that does not belong to any of these, which
is preferences shocks. These shocks, often referred to as "animal spirits"
shocks, change the consumption patterns of consumers and modify the
cyclical behaviour of output. These shocks have been widely used in
the International Business Cycle literature as a way to reconcile the low
international consumption risk sharing that is found in the data with the
consumption smoothing properties of the neoclassical growth model with
complete capital markets. The introduction of these shocks has been
critizised because they are unmeasurable or unexplainable. However.
Canova and Ubide (1995) suggest that household production shocks, in
the framework of an open economy business cycle model, can provide
a rationale for these preferences shocks, because shocks to the home
production technology modify the price and substitution mechanism of
the agents and affect in particular their labor and consumption decisions
(see Benhabib. Rogcrson and Wright (1991) for an analysis of the role of
home production in dynamic general equilibrium models).
It should be noted as well that with this shock identification we are
restricting our range of possible shocks to real variables, and that any
shock coming from prices, such as terms of trade or interest rates, can
be accommodated into our three shocks. For example, a negative terms
of trade shock can affect both spending and productivity negatively; a
positive money supply shock can result in an increase in spending. The
distribution of each of these shocks across supply, demand and prefe
rences will depend on each particular case. This conceptualization of the
shocks as demand and supply is perhaps more related to the Keynesian
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view of the business cycle, as opposed to the neoclassical school that
decomposes the sources of business cycles between real and nominal.
The extension of the system to accommodate these preferences
shocks is not straightforward. Consider in a first stop a system inclu
ding only GXP and consumption, as in Blanchard (1993). In this case,
using the same identification technique «•(/) in equation ( 8 ) woidd re
present a dcmand/prcfcrcnccs shock. However, the identification of ir(t)
as a demaud/prcfercnces shock would require the assumption that, for a
constant G XP (C | (f ) - 0). the only source of variation in consumption
is a change in tastes and preferences. However, a positive supply shock
which keeps GXP constant could induce changes in unemployment and
give rise to changes in the distribution of income which could in turn
modify the consumption patterns. Therefore, the shocks that Blanchard
identified as demand shocks could also incorporate a good deal of supply
shocks.
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A way out of this problem is to specify a trivariate output-unemploymentconsumption VAR. We have shown before that for a given GXP. changes
in unemployment can be identified as supply side shocks. Then, as we
have already advanced, changes in consumption for a given level of GXP
could come from two sources: supply side shocks (a change in producti
vity for a fixed GXP implies changes in unemployment, income redistri
bution and possibly changes in consumption) or pure demand/preferences
shocks. However, for a given level of GXP and a given level of unemploy
ment. we can identify changes in consumption as pure preference shocks.
Thus, we have a sort of consumption function which can be interpreted
as depending on income (the demand component), wealth (the supply
component) and preferences.
Thus, using again the laws of conditional probability, we have for
the trivariate system

Therefore, we obtain for c 3* the following model.

cv —

+ % r‘2l + vt

(

16)

A.X APPLICATIVA TU THE U.S.

9

where

■ii

/ a}

Ì2

V ^12

<t,2 \
)

/ <r13 \
\ ^23 /

Operating and rearranging, we can write the system as

II

1
Oi
a2

e dt) + C(L)

0
1

' 0 ‘
u-(t) + C(L)

o3

0
1

(18)

where a , = <7,2/<7j . a 2 = ( i, + a 3a ,) and a 3 = )2.
Therefore, we have now
x 1(t) = C ( L ) e l(t)
x 2( t ) = C ( L ) a 1e l(t) + C(L)w(t)
x 3(f) = C (L )o 2e,(t) + C ( L )n 3w(t) + C(L)v(t)

(19)

With this structure. e ,(f) would be a demand/spending shock.
»•(/) would be a supply/productivity shock and v(t) would be a preference/animal spirits shock which, by construction, are uncorrclated.

3

An Application to the U.S.

In this section we apply this methodology to the U.S. in an attempt to
evaluate the importance of each of the components we have previously
identified for the U.S business cycle. After a statistical analysis of the
series, we will estimate the VAR under the identification scheme we have
presented and concentrate on two main issues. The first one will be
the study of the contribution of each of the shocks to the variance of
output in the whole sample and in different subperiods. This historical
analysis will shed some light on the causes of the different cycles of the
U.S. economy. This will completed with the analysis of the correlation
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structure of the shocks and its performance during the turning points of
the cycle. The second issue will be the dynamic analysis of the effects
of the shocks and the implications for both business cycle and long run
analysis.

3.1

Data Analysis and Estimation

The data is quarterly real seasonally adjusted G.X.P.. real private Con

sumption and Unemployment taken from OECD Main Economic Indi
cators for the period 1959:1 to 1994:3. Figure (1) presents the plots of
the series. Looking at the graph it is clear that the first step towards
analysing these scries is the evaluation of a potential unit root in them.

Given the tendency of the output and consumption series to trend
up over time (see the discussion below regarding unemployment) we have

considered that the alternative hypothesis to be tested is that the se
ries are stationary around a constant term and a deterministic trend.
In order to test for this alternative hypothesis, we have computed the
Augmented-Dickey Fuller test (A D F t ). where the number of lags in the
autoregression has been chosen in order to minimise the Hannan and
Quinn (1979) criterion. This criterion performs at least as well as others
in the study by Hall (1993). The critical value is -3.43. and the results
are reported in Table 1 with the selected number of lags in brackets.
Table 1: Unit root tests

ADFt

GXP

COXSUMPTIOX

-2.50 (1)

-1.61 ( 6 )

Inspection of Table 1 indicates that there is no evidence to reject
the unit root hypothesis in the series.

In fact, none of the statistics

comes close to rejection. The evidence regarding unemployment is not

conclusive. It is commonly maintained that unemployment should be
stationary, because otherwise we would be admitting the possibility of
unemployment reaching unbounded positive levels. However, some recent
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literature lias stressed the presenee of hysferetie effects oil unemployment
(see. c.g.. Blanchard and Summers (1986)). in particular in European
countries, which could derive from mechanisms such as insider-outsider
and discouragement effects or the existence of large firing and hiring costs
(see Bean (1994) and Blanchard and Jimeno (1995) among many others).
In these cases, a shock to unemployment could have permanent effects in
the long run (see Dolado and Lopez Salido (1995) and Lopez. Ortega and
Ubidc (1996) for an application to the Spanish case in a YAR framework).
The empirical evidence is also contradictory, because there is evidence
supporting both the 1(0) hypothesis (Nelson and Plosser (1982). Schwert
(1987)) and the 1(1) (Fabrizio (1995)). Because of this contradictory
evidence, we will assume in what follows unemployment to be 1( 0 ) as it
is done, for example, in Evans(1989) or Blanchard and Quail (1989).
Therefore, we then proceed with the cointegration analysis between
5’ and C by fitting a VAR(4) to the series. This lag-length ensures that
the Hannan and Quinn criterion is minimised and that the errors do not
present problems of serial correlation. In order to test for the number
of cointegration vectors we follow Johansen (1988) approach. Johansen
proposes two different tests in order to test for the null hypothesis of r
cointegration vectors, with different alternative hypothesis.
The first (Trace Test) tests the restriction r < k (k < X ) against
the completely unrestricted model r < X. In the second test (A,mlJ.) the
alternative is made more precise: that only one additional cointegration
vector exists (that is. r < k + 1). Table 2 contains the results of Johansen
cointegration tests for the GXP-C system.
Table 2: Johansen Cointegration Tests

A,

GNP-C SERIES
Trace-test ! Amax-test 159? c.v. Trace

59?c.v. A

r < 1

.042

5.961 ~ T ” 5.961

|

8.18

8.18

r= 0

.075

16.820

!

17.95

14.90

i

10.862

Inspection of Table 2 reveals that the series are not cointegrated.
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Therefore, we proceed now to estimate the VAR [A IT 'A C ] with the
identification procedure presented in Section 2 . Table 3 reports the
statistics of the residuals of the estimated model.

Table 3: Main statistics of the residuals

EQUATION'

BL

GNP-EM-C
SKEW KUR

.IB

GXP

17.44

-.25

.56

3.2G

EM

18.50

-.02

-.04

.18

C

18.53

-.04

-.26

.43

Inspection of Table 3 indicates that there is no serious problem
of serial correlation in the residuals. The values of the univariate BoxLjuug statistic (BL) for the residuals of each equation are 17.44. 18.50 and
18.53. which under the null hypothesis of independence of the residuals
is distributed as a \2(20). (cv 31.41). and therefore we can accept the
null hypothesis of independent residuals.
Next we have computed the skewness (SKEW) and the excess of
kurtosis (I\UR). If the residuals are assumed to be independent, under
the null hypothesis of normality these statistics are asymptotically dis
tributed as a .Y (0 .6 /T ) and a ,V(0. 24/T ) respectively. Therefore, we
could perform an asymptotic test based in the comparison of the abso
lute value of these statistics with 1.9G times ( T / 6)1^2 = .407 and 1.9G
times (T/24J1/ 2 = .814 respectively. Inspection of Table 3 indicates that
we ran accept the hypothesis that these statistics take the typical values
of a Normal distribution for the residuals.
Finally we have computed the Jarquc and Bcra (.IB) statistic for
normality, which is distributed as a \2( 2 ) (critical value at the five percent
level is 5.99) under the null hypothesis of normality. In this case the
normality assumption is accepted for all the series.
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Historical Analysis

Once wo have estimated the system we proceed to the identification of
the shocks and decompose the GXP scries into three components: de
mand/spending. supply/technology and animal spirits/preferences. Fi
gure (2) shows the GXP cycle (computed as the first differences of the
scries) together with the three components we have identified.
In order to grasp which has been the quantitative importance over
time of each of the components. Table (4) shows the amount of output
variance that is due to each of the shocks in different periods. We have
splitted the sample size into three periods, each of which covers a de
cade and goes from recession to recession: the sixties (1961:1-1970:4).
the seventies (1971:1-1980:3). the eighties (1980:4-1990:2) and the nine
ties (1990:3-1994:3).

Table 4: Historical Decomposition of GXP
1959-1994

61:1-70:4

71:1-80:3

Demand Shock

64.22 V?

56.08V?

Supply Shock

22.05 V?

30.14V?

Animals Shock

13.77V?
0.24

Yar (G XP)

80:4-90:2

90:3-94:3

70.86 V?

70.76V?

79.80V?

10.11V?

20.21'X

13.78V?

19.03 V?

9.04 V?

11.27'/?
8.92 'X

0.12

0.36

0.23

0.19

As we can see from the table, taking the whole sample size the
demand shock accounts for more than half (G4.22</f ) of the variance of
output, the supply shock for the 22.05'/? and the animal spirits shock for
a 13.77V?. This contribution has not been constant over time, and this
variation can explain the different nature of the cycles that the U.S. eco
nomy has experienced over the last forty years. We can also see that the
demand/spending shock has been more important in the periods in which
the variance of output has been lower (sixties and nineties), whereas its
contribution has been quite smaller in periods of high volatility (seven
ties and eighties). As a tentative explanation, it seems that productivity
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and animals shocks provoke drastic changes that lead to high-volatility
cycles whereas demand shocks create smoother cycles, probably because
a keynesian stabilization effect dominates.

Table 5: Decomposition of GXP changes in recessions and expansions

Demand
Supply
Animals

Demand
Supply
Animals
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E

R

E

R

E

R

61:2-69:3

69.4-70:4

71.1-73:3

73.4-75:1

75.2-79:4

80:1-80:3

0.57
0.30

0.46
0.51

0.68
0.07

0.78
0.18

0.60
0.09

0.94
0.06

0.13

0.03

0.25

0.05

0.31

0.00

E

R

E

R

E

80:4-81:2

81.3-82:1

82.3-90:2

90.3-91:1

91.2-94:3

0.91
0.06
0.03

0.65
0.28
0.08

0.67
0.24

0.26
0.31

0.08

0.43

0.79
0.15
0.06

The sixties was a period of intensive technological innovation, that
was helped by a good behaviour of demand and good expectations about
the future. We can see in the plots that productivity increased steadily
until 1968. the moment in which the “ productivity slowdown" detected
in the growth literature starts. As it will be the norm during the whole
sample, spending is more volatile than supply and animals during this
period (with periods of expansion that may correspond to historical epi
sodes such as the 1964 tax cut or the Vietnam war), and therefore its
contribution to the volatility of output is large, but it is clear from the
plots that the trend in output, upward until 1968 and downward after
wards with a turning point in 1967:4. is due mainly to the behaviour of
supply. Around 1967 we can also see the animals component going down,
announcing the forthcoming recession. Table (5) and Figures (3) and (4)
show a more dissagregated decomposition of output volatility according
to the official XBER periods of expansion and recession. According to
this table, the 1969-70 recession was due mainly to a negative supply
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shock (there was. for example, a General Motors strike in 1970).
The seventies was a period of much wider fluctuations, and the
variance of output was more than double with respect to the precedent
period. Although the three types of disturbances affected output beha
viour. their relative importance varied over time. We see in Table (4)
that demand and animals are the components which explain a larger
share of output volatility. However, a look at the more dissagregated
analysis shows that animals were very important in the periods of ex
pansion. whereas the 1973-75 recession was driven by both demand and
supply shocks. The plots reveal again that the animals component an
nounced the recession in early 1973. There is also a downturn in the
supply component in early 1973 which may have presumably trigger the
recession, and the demand component falls deeply in 1974. The recovery
is again fuelled by the spending component with a large contribution of
the recovery of expectations after the oil crises.
The minirecession in 1980 is different from the others, and is due
almost exclusively to demand. In fact, the plots reveal that the decay
in the demand component is larger than the total decrease in output.
Demand is also responsible for the subsequent recovery and the next
recession, in 1982. is now more similar to the others, with the combined
effect of all three factors. This recession leads to a long expansionary
and calmier period, the eighties, in which all three components expand
the economy until the turning point in 1984. From there, both supply
and animals start decreasing whereas demand continues with its more'
volatile but less clear pattern. The expansionary period of the second
half of the eighties is almost entirely due to large spending. After 1988.
both supply and animals announce the recession, which arrives in 1990:3.
We can see from Table(5) that this is a recession caused by all three
shocks, but with the major contribution, differently from all the other
recessions, of supply and animals. Finally, the recovery of spending leads
the expansion, although we can see in Figures (3) and (4) that in 1992
both demand and supply decrease and is the animals component which
drives output up.
We can draw some conclusions from this historical analysis. The
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demand component has been always much more volatile than supply and

animals, but it has been iu general supply who has set the trend of the
economy. The behaviour of the economy has been different in the diffe
rent parts of the cycle. The demand component has been significantly
more intense during recessions, although recessions have been in general
the residt of all three components, and only the 1980-81 recession can be
attributed to a single one. The recession of the 90s has been different
from the previous ones, because it can be mostly attributed to the effect
of both supply and animals.

It may be interesting to see how these different components have

behaved not only during recessions but also in the different turning points

of the business cycle, because in general animals have led the cycle, at
least in the downward part, and supply sometimes lagged behind in the
recoveries. In order to do so we have superimposed in Figures (5) and
( 6 ) the official XBER dates of the peaks and troughs of the U.S. business
cycle. We can sec that our measure of the business cycle captures fairly
well the turning points. In terms of the different components, it seems
that both demand and supply capture relatively well the turning points
and that the animal spirits are leading the cycle to some extent. In order
to confirm this issue, we follow the Real Business Cycle methodology and
compute the correlations of output with lags and leads of the two shocks
in order to see whether there is any lead/lag pattern in the scries.

Table 6: Correlation (G X P S h o c k l+l )
i=

-o

-4

-3

_2

-1

0

+3

+4

-0.07

0.01

0.0G

0.07

0.20

0.81

+1
0.34

+2

Demand

0.12

0.11

0.00

Supply
Animals

-0.07

-0.07
0.20

0.02

0.02
0.28

0.10
0.30

0.39

0.23

0.21

0.27

0.10

0.0G

0.17
-0.02

0.01
-0.11

0.11

0.20

+5
0

0

-0.1G

The results of Table ( 6 ) seem to confirm the previous analysis:

both demand and supply shocks seem to comove contemporaneously with
output. Instead, animal spirits shocks seem to be leading output to
some extent, since the largest correlation coefficients correspond to the
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correlation of output with one and two lags of the shock. This means that
the preferences shock affects the output of one and two periods ahead.
This could be related to a "time to build" structure, in which investment
decisions take time to materialize, and therefore changes in expectations
imply effective changes in the cycle some periods later.

3.3

Dynamic Analysis

So far we have seen that economic fluctuations in the U.S. have been tin'
result of the interaction of supply and demand components, being the
spending component of demand the most important over time. However,
apart from this historical analysis we are also very interested in discove
ring how our shocks move output over the business cycle and which of
the shocks is the responsible for the short and long run fluctuations in
economic activity. All this can be achieved with the impulse response
analysis.
Figures (7) and ( 8 ) shows the impulse responses of output and un
employment to the three different shocks. The responses to the supply
and animals shocks are as expected: a positive supply shock drives out
put down temporarily due to the increase in unemployment that the
shock produces on impact. Once the firms have absorbed the increase in
productivity unemployment decreases and output increases, leading to a
long run/permanent effect of the technology shock on output. The shape
(although not the magnitude) of the responses is fairly similar to that
of Blanchard and Quah (1989). but the important difference is that we
have not introduced any long run restriction into the model, and therefore
we have let the data speak regarding the long run effects of the shocks.
Thus, a supply shock identified with only short run restrictions has a
long run effect on output. However, this not introduction of long run
restrictions in the identification turns out to be crucial for the responses
to the demand shock. We obtain the same "hump-shape" as Blanchard
and Quah (1989). but the difference is that the demand shock do has a
positive long run effect on output, although this effect is smaller than
that of the supply shock. Therefore, the identification schemes based on
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the assumption that demand shocks have no effect on the long run may
be wasting a good deal of information. Demand shocks can have posi
tive long run effects on output via endogenous growth effects through
“ learning-by-doing": for example, government spending that enhances
productivity in the long run because in periods of high activity firms and
workers learn unusually fast 1. The responses to the animal spirits shockare also as expected. They are quite smaller and have only transitory
effects on both output and unemployment. The interpretation could be
a sudden change in expectations about the future that boosts demand
temporarily and reduces unemployment.
The effects of the shoeks on consumption (Figure (9)) are also of
the desired form. A positive demand shock (for example, a cut in tax
rates) increases consumption on impact, reaching a peak after 5 periods
and returning smoothly to the initial level. This could be interpreted as
a lagged Ricardian effect, in which agents react initially to this increase
in spending but realize that the current tax cut will imply more taxes
in the future and therefore the expansionary effect is only transitory.
Instead, a supply shock is perceived by the consumers as a permanent
increase in wealth. On impact consumption decreases because the in
crease in productivity makes investment a more interesting activity than
consumption and therefore there is a transfer of resources to productive
activities. But after a while the wealth effect overtakes this initial sub
stitution effect and consumption increases, stabilizing after 15 periods.
Finally, the interpretation of the response to the animal spirits shock is
a bit difficult, because the shock has positive long term effects on con
sumption. The explanation could be as follows: a positive change in
expectations creates a temporary increase in demand and a decrease in
unemployment. If this short run effects translate into permanent effects,
as it could be the case of positive expectations leading to a permanent
decrease in the marginal propension to save, the animal spirits shock can
1However, some work has been recently developed on "the cleansing effect o f re
cessions'. according to which recessions would have positive effects on productivity
through reallocation effects (see Caballero and Hanunour (1994) and Lippi and Rieclilin (1994)). and therefore positive demand shocks woidd have a negative long run effect
on output
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have permanent effeets on c onsumption.
Finally, in order to assess more formally the determinants of short
and long term output fluctuations. Table (7) shows the Variance Decom
position analysis, which gives us a quantitative evaluation of the contribu
tion of each source of disturbances to the variance of the n quarter-ahead
forecast error for each endogenous variable. It is important to note that
the only result that is true by assumption is that the one quarter ahead
variance of GXP is due entirely to demand.
Three main results emerge from that table:
(1) Innovations to demand and supply account for most of the va
riance of output at all horizons. However, at short horizons (up to twelve
quarters) demand and animals are more important than supply to ex
plain the variance of output. At the medium and long term, demand and
supply become the driving forces, and after 36 periods demand explain
G‘2'/< of the variance of GXP. supply 3lVt and animals 7 T : roughly the
figures we have obtained in the historical analysis.
(2) Unemployment is driven by all three shocks at almost all horiz
ons: only at the very short term (four quarters) animals have a very small
effect on unemployment. Supply is always the most important, specially
in the short term (up to eight quarters) and the contribution of demand is
stable over all horizons. Thus, although the shape of the impulse respon
ses was very similar to those of Blanchard and Quah (1989). the variance
decomposition is quite different: with their identification, the variance
of unemployment is due mainly to demand shocks at all horizons. Our
results are closer to those of Blanchard (1989). where the unemployment
variance after 28 quarters is explained mainly by supply shocks. Howe
ver. in our case after four periods supply is also dominant (and even more
than after 28 periods) whereas in Blanchard (1989) demand dominates
in the short run.
(3) The results for consumption reveal that changes in preferences
account for the bulk of eonsumption variance in the short run. However,
in the long run the wealth effect induced by the technology shock domi
nates. Interestingly, demand disturbances have almost no effect across
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all horizons.

Thus, these results merge intuition from both the keynesian and

neoclassical view of the economy: output fluctuations are the result of
supply and demand disturbances both at the short and long run. and un
employment fluctuations owe a big deal to supply disturbances, although
demand and. perhaps animals disturbances have also a word to say at
all horizons.

4

Conclusion

In this paper we have addressed the question of what causes economic

fluctuations by identifying three sources of disturbances: demand/speuding.
supply/technology and animals/prcfercnces. Differently from other pa
pers. our identification procedure, based on the statistical definition of
shocks, neither contains long run restrictions nor is based in any fullyfledged macroeconomic model. Instead, our identification scheme is con

sistent with a fairly broad interpretation of macroeconomic fluctuations,
and by introducing as little structure as possible in the system we have
tried to let the data speak as much as possible.

The results show that over the last 50 years the U.S. economy has
been driven by a blend of the three shocks. The demand component has

been always much more volatile than supply and animals, but it has been
in general supply who has set the trend of the economy. The behaviour
of the economy has been different in the different parts of the cycle. The

animals component has in general led the cycle, and the demand com
ponent has been significantly more intense during recessions. However,

recessions have been in general the result of all three components, and
only the 1980-81 recession can be attributed to a single one. The reces

sion of the 90s has been different from the previous ones, because it can

be mostly attributed to a combination of both supply and animal spirits
negative shocks.

The dynamic analysis has shown that short run output movements

are dominated by demand shocks: supply shocks have also a significant

21

contribution, although smaller than advocated by real business cycle
theorists. Finally, we show that, with our identification, there is evi
dence of positive demand non-neutrality in the long run in the U.S. eco
nomy. supporting the endogenous growth-learning by doing literature.
Therefore, it seems that the U.S. economy is a blend of keynesian and
neoclassical influences.
We find this simple exercise to be worthwhile. However, perhaps
the no inclusion of nominal variables makes it too simplistic, and the
inclusion of a monetary policy shock could be the way to close the circle,
although it might be difficult if we want to stick to our identification
procedure.
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Table 7: Forecast Error Variance Decomposition

Horizon
1
2
:i
1
•
’)
0
7
«
9
10
ii
12
13
M
«•>
16
1«
16
19
20
•
ji
22
23
21
23
20
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
31
3.>
36

Demand
1.0000
0.908»
0.9266
0.8979
0.8731
0.8580
0.8100
0.8368
0.8273
0.8167
0.8011
0.7906
0.7713
0.7190
0.7121
0.7263
0.7109
0.6968
0.0811
0.6730
0.6636
0.6116
0.0192
0.0110
0.0399
0.6.367
0.0312
0.6321
0.6310
0.0299
0.0289
0.6281
0.0273
0.0205
0.0250
0.6216

CNF_____________________Unemployment________________ Consumption
Supply Animals Demand Supply Animals Demand Supply Animals
0
0
0.2300
0.0029
0.7700
0
0.0701
0.9267
0.0271
0.0111
0.3116
0.6691
0.0827
0.0013
0.0163
0.9130
0.6177
0.0139
0.0291
0.3069
0.0151
0.0091
0.079»
o.9 n o
0.0110
0.0610
0.2991
0.6037
0.0969
0.0908
0.0231
0.8858
0.0333
0.0933
0.3010
0.1170
0.0993
0.5520
0.0387
0.8621
0.0202
0.1119
0.1079
0.306»
0.1813
Ü.1ÜÜ1
0.0601
0.8395
0.0230
0.3111
0.1301
0.1723
0.2133
0.0972
0.8119
0.0879
0.0250
0.1382
0.3218
0.1112
0.2330
Ü.Ü918
0.1187
0.7896
0.0322
0,1265
0.1101
0.3271
0.2161
0.0816
0.1531
0.7622
0.0113
0.1390
0.3308
0.1118
0.2511
0.0771
0.1903
0.7327
0.0001
0.3323
0.1311
0.1086
0.2191
0.0700
0.2280
0.7020
0.0796
0.1298
0.1065
0.2612
0.0639
0.3323
0.2650
0.6711
0.1238
0.1072
0.1009
0.3311
0.2611
0.0590
0.3002
0.6109
0.1231
0.1179
0.1091
0.2606
0.3301
0.01.13
0.3326
0.6122
0.3287
0.1151
0.1121
0.1119
0.2191
0.0526
0.3618
0.5856
0.1002
0.1071
0.3276
0.1111
0.2581
0.0509
0.3877
0.5611
0.1817
0.1031
0.326»
0.2177
0.1111
0.019»
0.1101
0.5398
0.2033
0.0999
0.3261
0.1161
0.0191
0.2171
0.1300
0.5209
0.2189
0.0970
0.3261
0.1119
0.2177
0.0187
0.1169
0.5013
0.2321
0.0915
0.3265
0.2182
0.1113
0.0181
0.1615
0.1901
0.2111
0.0923
0.3267
0,1115
0.2588
0.0180
0.1710
0.1779
0.2110
0.0903
0.1136
0.2591
0.1818
0.3270
0.0176
0.1676
0.2021
0,1128
0.0171
0.0881
0.3273
0.2599
0.1910
0,1589
0.0165
0.2695
0.0861
0.3271
0.2603
0.1122
0.5020
0.1111
0.2711
0.2606
0.0817
0.3271
0.1119
0.0158
0.5089
0.1113
0.2607
0.2801
0.0829
0.3271
0.1117
0.0150
0.1119
0.1101
0.2817
0.0811
0.3271
0.1117
0.2608
0.0111
0.5202
0.13.17
0.2883
0.0793
0.3271
0.1118
0.2608
0.0133
0.5219
0.1319
0.2911
0.0776
0.3271
0.1119
0.2607
0.0121
0.5291
0.1281
0.2912
0.0719
0.3271
0.1120
0.2607
0.0111
0.5330
0.1251
0.2908
0.2606
0.0713
0.3273
0.1120
0.0106
0.5366
0.1228
0.2992
0.0727
0.3273
0.1121
0.2606
0.0397
0.5100
0.1203
0.3011
0.0712
0.3273
0.1121
0.2606
0.0389
0.5133
0.1179
0.3038
0.0697
0.3273
0.1121
0.2000
0.0381
0.5165
0.1155
0.3061
0.0683
0.3273
0.1120
0.2607
0.0373
0.5190
0.1131
0.3081
0.0669
0.1120
0.2607
0.1108
0.3273
0.0361
0.5526
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